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The Avalon Rotating Bed is an electrically 
powered bed and rotating profiling chair 
suited to any care environment.  
The bed offers greater independence to weight bearing patients who 
require assistance transferring between standing and sitting.



Avalon

The Avalon Rotating Bed offers greater 
independence and mobility to users who are 
weight bearing but require assistance to transfer 
between sitting and standing.

Dual function - fully functioning 
electrical bed that can also be used 

as a comfortable day chair
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Allows user to get out of bed 
with minimal to no assistance
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Single button control allows easy 
operation to reposition patient from 

lying down to seated position
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Removable arm rests to aid 
transfer in and out of bed 

Backrest auto regression function 
minimises risk of pressure injury

Flexible design allows the bed to be 
configured to rotate to either the left 

or the right hand side 



Pressure care and patient handling specialists
novis.com.au   /   1300 738 885

Specifications

Code BE1007

Safe Working Load 220 kg

Warranty
Bed - 10 year bed frame/ 3 year electrical/ 1 year castor

Mattress - 6 year body/2 year cover

frame materiaL Powder coated steel

overaLL dimenSionS (mm) 2324 (L) x 1050 (W) 

HeigHt range (mm)* 500 to 900 mm

mattreSS

Custom two piece castellated foam mattress 

 Multi stretch, vapour permeable cover

360° opening zipper

Adjustable straps for securing to bed frame

CaStorS 100mm lockable twin castors

mattreSS Size reCommended (mm)

Main Body Section  
1750 (L) x 880 (W) x 150 (H) maximum

Foot Section 
300 (L) x 880 (W) x 150 (H) maximum

Bed WeigHt inCLuding Side raiLS and arm reSt 149 kg

BaCkreSt angLe 0 to 70°

knee Break angLe 0 to 35°

trendeLenBurg tiLt 0 to 11°

anti-trendeLenBurg tiLt 0 to 11°

CompLianCe

IEC 60601-1:2005

IEC 60601-2-52:2012

IEC 61000-3:2008

IEC 61000-4:2009

artg
Bed - 278782

Mattress - 176837

*measured from top of mattress platform

Accessories

BE7003 Self Help Pole

BE9006-WH Fitted Sheet Set, White
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